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Five quick, easy, low-buck (or free) garage tips to
make working on your car easier
Thomas A. DeMauro May 11th, 2015 at 4pm   |   26 comments 
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1968 Mercury Cougar  $18,500

1965 Volvo 210  $60,000
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While working on a recent tech story for Hemmings Muscle Machines, I was reminded of a few of the things that I do or use in the
garage that can make certain projects a bit easier to complete. I’m providing them here so you can benefit from them, as well. At
the same time, we can open a dialog for you to share some of your garage ideas to help the rest of us.

If the Shoe
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1957 Chevrolet 210  $16,500

1940 Cadillac 62  $26,500

1953 Dodge B4B  $11,000

1966 Ford GT40  $74,900

1960 Peugeot 403  $7,995
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1966 Chevrolet  $35,900

1949 DeSoto  $49,000
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Horizontal fan kit   $12,500.00
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When it comes to car stuff, I’m a pack rat, so keeping things organized can be a chore. Keeping things organized cheaply can be
even more of a challenge, right along with finding places to put everything. For about $10-$15, I was able to make use of the
garage door pass-through to the house and clean up my workspace a bit more.

I picked up one of those shoe organizers that are usually hung on the inside of a closet door. Then I loaded it up with a bunch of
my garage supplies. They now stay neat and organized, are easy to get to and are stored in a space that otherwise would have
gone unused. If you decide to do this, make sure you get the ones with the clear pouches, not the opaque ones, so you can see all
the stuff easily.

Trucker-sized Reflection

A few years ago, a big pickup with huge mirrors passed my vehicle too closely and broke the driver-side rearview mirror glass the
night before we were to leave on a six-hour multi-day trip. Not having an outside rearview mirror is not only incredibly annoying,
it can be downright dangerous.

With no time to replace the mirror with a new GM one, I decided to visit a local truck stop and buy a large, plastic, wide-angle,
convex mirror as a temporary fix. Since it was made primarily for a tractor-trailer, it was quite large and just about the right size
to fit inside the stock housing and replace the broken glass. It even had its own adhesive pad to ease installation. And it cost about
$5.

When I later got the mirror replaced at the dealer, I decided to keep the convex one in my toolbox for anytime I have to work under
the dashboard. By properly positioning it and a light I can see everything I need to see without having to lie down across the
footwell with the doorsill destroying my lower back.

No Creepin’
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Mint AMC Tornado SOHV 230cid unmolested

Mili   $2,000.00

1969 ZL/1 service motor   $55,000.00
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Sometimes I want to just get under the car quickly and easily to get some work done without having to jack it up and use
jackstands, but the creeper won’t fit under it with me on it and the car at static ride height. I could just lie on the cold garage floor,
but that’s no fun either. I started using some of those lock-together anti-fatigue foam flooring tiles that are sold in just about
every discount store and hardware store on the planet. They are about a ½-inch thick to offer some padding and insulation from
the cold. Though they likely aren’t impervious to all automotive fluids, they do clean up fairly well from some spills. They are also
cheap enough to replace easily if you ruin a few. Usually sold four to a package for about $17, you probably only need two to work
under the car, so you’ll already have two replacements—or you can double them up for a real cushy workspace.

Get Your Cans in Line

From time-to-time we all double-up on various automotive fluids, cleaners and/or spray primers and paints etc. Some may have a
finite shelf life. Just in case, I take just a few seconds to grab a marker and put a date on the bottom of each new can or bottle
before I place it on the shelf. This way I’ll know what order to use them in to hopefully ensure that whatever’s inside performs at
its best. And I’ll know when it’s time to simply dispose of those that may be too old to do their job correctly.

Happy Homes for Redundant Hand Tools

It never fails: If you have worked on your own car over the years, you have certainly ended up with redundant tools—multiple
copies of identically sized screwdrivers, sockets, wrenches, hammers etc. The situation could have been facilitated by receiving
tools as gifts over the years or maybe you replaced tools that you lost, but ended up finding again later. Whatever the reason,
here’s how to put them to work, while making your life easier. I just take individual groups of tools that will work for specific tasks
and keep them in their own boxes at the ready.

I have a box with tools needed to work inside the house. I have a box that’s ready to travel in the car, etc. This way I don’t have to
take everything I need out of the big toolbox in the garage every time I have a job to do that’s not in the garage. Having these
smaller boxes prepared saves time and effort and puts tools to use that would have just sat there. And the garage box stays fully
stocked, so I don’t have to hunt down what I would have taken out of it.

96 people like this. Be the first of your friends.LikeLike ShareShare

geomechs says:
Using a shoe holder to hold regular sundry supplies is a good idea. I wonder if the wife is going to miss the one I steal from the closet door?
My wife and I were in Costco one day and we saw some very sturdy shelf units about 2 feet wide by 6 feet tall be 8 feet long. They even had
extra hooks to enable you to put them together in gangs. We bought 3 sets and I set them up along the center of the shop. Now I can work in
either bay and Iʼve got a place to put stuff as I remove it from the vehicle Iʼm working on. They do take up a small amount of floor space but
considering the gains coming from not having a cluttered floor the benefits far outweigh the liabilities.

May 11, 2015 at 5:25 pm
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REPLY

Tom says:
No Creepn': ʻIʼve been using cardboard from refrigerator boxes to lay on for years. Easy to slide around on too. I use a large or small piece
depending on the job, and both if Iʼm sliding further under. The local appliance store is down the street and has boxes to cut up on delivery
day.

REPLY

May 11, 2015 at 7:21 pm

eric says:
I do the same thing. Also warmer.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 4:07 am

Rick B says:
I like to use 1/2″ foil-backed foam building sheathing.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 9:26 am

scott h says:
I use carpet squares from old jobs and toss them when appropriate. I prefer the indoor out door with the rubber backing.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 10:53 am

Jay Busse says:
Many years ago I got a roughly 2′ x 4′ “nap rug” made out of that same plastic-surfaced foam material as fender protectors, so it
easily wipes clean. Obviously a promo item as it has the Champion logo all over it. Iʼve never seen another since which is too
bad as itʼs among the most useful things Iʼve ever received, but after 30+ years pretty much worn out. Iʼve tried taking the
stitching out of the ridges in a fender protector, but itʼs not really the right size.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:09 am

Jim Mc says:
Iʼm going to have to try the cardboard idea or even the foam tiles as my back is getting too old to be lying on the hard concrete,
much less the gravel portion of the driveway.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 12:02 pm

240 Gordy says:
Excellent article Mr. DeMauro. In a tight space one has to get creative as youʼve certainly done! Your garage looks to be a tighter fit with 2 cars
inside, but I donʼt blame you for wanting it that way. These days a classic left in a driveway and/or under a car port can be vandalized or
stolen. Lastly, I liked the green color better on your Buick. Itʼs not as common as the shade of blue shown.

REPLY

May 11, 2015 at 9:05 pm

Eric says:
1) Light – I painted the garage walls and ceiling white. Iʼve also installed lots of fluorescent lights. Most came from yard sales. You might be
surprised what a difference it makes.
2) Rugs – when the kids didnʼt need their dorm carpets anymore, I put them in front of the garage. I can crawl under the front of the car and be
mostly on rug. I also have a couple of old carpet samples that I sit on when doing suspension or brake work.

REPLY

May 11, 2015 at 9:57 pm

Art Fink says:
Going along with the redundant tools theme, I have set up “Traveling Bags” one for plumbing and one for electrical for when I get a call from a
friend or family member in need of some help. I can grab the necessary bag and off I go. Of course the bottoms of the bags are filled with an
accumulation of bits and pieces of hardware, screws, nuts, washers and some funny looking parts that I have no idea what they are used for,
BUT, ya never know!!!

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 6:39 am

Joe says:
Two cheapskate tips I love:

Old Yoga Mats: Practicing Yoga keeps me limber for contortions under a car. When I have an old mat Iʼve worn out in class, I use it under the
car the way the author uses his office mats. You can also cut up a Yoga mat into pieces to in the bottom of a toolbox to keep tools from
slipping around.

Chinese Take Out: I love Thai and Chinese food. The restaurants send leftovers, especially soup, home in really nice plastic containers with
snug lids. They come in two sizes, and I use them for fasteners and other garage stuff. You can write on them with a Sharpie and they stack
well.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 8:29 am

Kazooter says:
Disposable baking tins and muffin tins are handy for catching fluids and sorting parts. Theyʼre flexible, come in various sizes and sometimes
are free (if you can smuggle them from the kitchen ).

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 9:30 am

Mark says:
I replaced my drop light incandescent bulb with a 60 watt bright white LED for abt $6. No more burning myself on a hot bulb and when (not if) it
gets dropped, the bulb doesnʼt blow out. Itʼs a heck of a lot cheaper than an LED drop light and much brighter.

May 12, 2015 at 9:34 am
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Also have an old wire magazine rack attached to inside of my garage door where I keep my manuals for the cars, mower, lawn equipment, etc.
Always know right where to find them!

REPLY

Scott says:
The best tool I have in my garage is a 4 post car lift. How in the world did I make it this long without one.

I changed the oil in 4 cars and didnʼt spill a drop. A first in my 40 years of working on cars. It makes detailing those wheels, tires and
underbody so much easier too.

AND I can stack 2 cars in one space so I can add 1 more car to my collection.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 9:36 am

Drunk uncle says:
When at the junk yard, iʼll pick up a front floor mat from a Caddy or a Lincoln( thicker the better) for a couple of bucks for kneeling on for brake
work or lying on. They are rubber backed so they donʼt absorb liquids

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 10:09 am

Jay Busse says:
Try your local warehouse club storeʼs restaurant supplies section for sheet cake pans – roughly 18″ x 24″ x 1″ deep and made of heavy
aluminum. The ones I found were less than half the price of flimsier drip pans sold in the auto parts store. Of course, if youʼre lucky enough to
have cars that donʼt drip….

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 10:50 am

Howie says:
I like the free cardboard ideas, and when it gets enough just toss and get another.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:22 am

Kelly says:
Cardboard is definitely it. Better than a creeper. You can really zip in and out. In fact itʼs a good lubricant for all sorts of things – heavy items on
carpet, etc. I like the cushioning of the floor mats that were described – but I might wrap a piece of cardboard around them.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:21 am

John Weinhoeft says:
Lots of the magnetic bowls to keep parts both separated and off the floor so you donʼt kick them out of reach. Store them on the side of my
stacked tool chests. You can get them cheap (free some months) at Harbor Freight.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:26 am

Michel Guzzetta says:
I like those ideas, I use the shoe holders for spray paint cans and cleaners easy to see and out of the way!

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:26 am

MarveH says:
Good tips in the article and good tips in the comments. Allow me to add my two shillings.
I bought three old metal, two-drawer file cabinets at an auction for about $10 each. They are the kind used for hanging files with two big, wide
drawers; built like tanks
These things are about 2 foot high and three foot wide with half-inch particle board tops covered in Formica.
I put heavy castors on them and they make great rolling tool boxes and work surfaces. I have even used them to lower a transmission on and
wheel it away.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:37 am

Uncle Franny says:
Muffin tins work to keep hardware separated.
These come in handy to organize nuts, washers, bolts, etc when assembling anything that has multiple types of hardware.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:53 am

Mike Willinger says:
That mirror trick was so simple, like the jitterbug, it plumb evaded me. The doorsill/lower back comment made me laugh out loud since I just
experienced that very thing.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:55 am

Old Gary says:
Hey Joe,
I wish I was energetic enough to wear out a Yoga mat ! !

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 11:57 am

Mayberry Jim says:
Laugh at this one if you wish, but my good friend who ran a junkyard told me he used dog food bags as “flexible creepers” all the time, They
are waterproof, lightweight but tough, fit any ground condition, easy to slide on, and basically free.

Also, I use clear plastic peanut butter (and other products) jars to store nuts, bolts, etc. We buy all sizes but the small ones are actually the
best for most things. Unbreakable, donʼt need a label, easy to grab & go, free.

May 12, 2015 at 12:33 pm
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REPLY

Grass Shack Lou says:
Agree with Scott, Best thing I ever did was to install a lift in my 2 car garage (now 3 cars). The problem is it has created a line of friends
wanting to change oil & work on their cars on my lift. However they are generous and I love to help them.

REPLY

May 12, 2015 at 1:10 pm
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